
 

 



Greening the City Case Study 

Project summary  

Creation of a network of green space with biodiversity and amenity value on the City campus.  

 

Historic work in this area, background  

The university already holds 2 Green Flags recognising the quality of its Clifton and Brackenhurst campuses. Students 

have identified a lack outdoor space at the City Site and have challenged us to consider how we might achieve the 

Green Flag standard in the urban setting of the City Site.  

 

Key contact  

Chris Pryke-Hendy, Environmental Projects Officer: chris.prykehendy@ntu.ac.uk  

 

Key points  

1. The environment team, students and senior management recognise that improved green space would have a 

great impact on the quality of the City site.  

2. Market research outlined the strength of demand whilst the Green Flag sets an ambitious end goal for the project.  

3. The environment team surveyed the site for opportunities and has a prioritised list of 13 areas marked for 

improvement.  

4. Each space is completed as funding and demand becomes available.  

5. Boots Roof Garden and Dryden Corner Garden have been completed first, both involving students throughout the 

design process.  

Horticultural students from the School of Animal, Rural and Environmental Science designed the Boots roof garden 

planting scheme as part of a 2nd year assessed project within the module Soft Landscape Design. Their brief was to 

come up with a scheme that would provide biodiversity benefits mirroring the nearby arboretum, using sensory 

plants that would create an atmosphere of calm needed by those taking a break from coursework in the library. They 

were particularly asked for visual interest during term-time, and for plants that were suitable for the exposed 

rooftop location. Some of the students then joined the Environment Team and Library staff to plant the scheme.  

6. A phased masterplan sets a clear path to achieving the Green Flag.  

 

Innovation/USPs  

- The NTU City site would be the first urban university campus with a green flag  

- The way the project has its origins in direct student demand and continually aims to involve students in each space 

sets a new model for the provision of university estates  

- Each individual space requires innovation of its own- Boots Roof Garden has been shortlisted for a Love Parks 

Innovation award.  
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Data/drawings available  

- Individual space designs  

- Overall project presentations containing market research data, student videos, mood boards, mapped spaces for 

improvement.  

 

Learning Points  

- The value of articulating demand when making unusual business cases.  

- It is important to set achievable but ambitious goals to create a sense of purpose.  

- The importance of challenging entrenched thinking when aiming for new solutions.  

- Links between estates and the academy can yield interesting and highly student-led results, providing the 

discrepancy between project and academic time scales can be overcome. 


